
Physical Awareness

You need:

OFFER 4 6 8 10

POINTS 1 2 3 4

„A“ and „B“ stand back to back and
each on one leg only. You have to
pass a coin around both of you. If the
coin falls, the attempt ends.

How many complete rounds can you
do in 30 seconds?

1 coin, stopwatch

Skill

You need:

OFFER 2 4 5 6

POINTS 1 2 3 4

„A“ and „B“ each hold a spoon. There
is a coin in „A's“ spoon. „A“ throws the
coin upwards and „B“ has to catch it
with his spoon. Then „B“ throws the
coin up in the air and „A“ tries to
catch. It goes back and forth like this.

You have 10 attempts - how often do
you catch the coin?

1 coin, 2 spoons

Championship

You need:

„A“ and „B“ make a fist and stretch out
the little finger and the index finger.
Everyone balances a pencil on these
both fingers. All teams line up in a
circle and try to knock down the
opposing pens with only their "bull".
Whoever loses their pencil is
eliminated.

Everyone joins in! The last player
still in the game gets 3 points for
his team.

1 pen per person

Bid'em up

You need:

GEBOT ? ? ? ?

PUNKTE 1 2 3 4

„A“ rolls a coin for at least 10 cm before
„B“ should stop it only with the index
finger. The coin must not fall over.

How many successful attempts can
you make in 1 minute?

Raise your bids in turns, the highest
bidding team plays for 3 points.

some coins, stopwatch

Bid'em up

You need:

GEBOT ? ? ? ?

PUNKTE 1 2 3 4

The game master chooses a category:
bird species, bands, superheroes,
spices. „A“ hums or buzzes a sound. As
long as the sound is heard, „B“ writes
down matching terms. When the sound
stops, the task ends.

How many words do you manage?

Raise your bids in turn, the highest
bidding team plays for 3 points.

sheet of paper, pen

Cleverness

You need:

GEBOT 5 8 12 16

PUNKTE 1 2 3 4

The gamemaster chooses a category:
country + capital, car brand + model,
sports clubs + players. „A“ and „B“ write
down terms for one part of the double
on separate sheets of paper, e.g.
England („A“) and London („B“). All
teams play at the same time without
speaking.

How many matching pairs can you make
in 90 seconds?

pen and paper, stopwatch


